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1843

SANI AIR GEYSER PRO BALSAMIC

DESCRIPTION Alcohol-based room spray, long-range and rapid evaporation

SPECIFICATIONS The rich alcohol-based active molecule formula
removes bad odours and releases a pleasant fragrance for up to 24 hours 
Long-range spray reaches up to 4 metres for better diffusion rate
Ideal for medium-large environments like clinics, hotel rooms, school halls, conference 
rooms, etc.

HOW TO USE AND DOSING Product is ready to use. Spray product into the air for 1-2 seconds to leave a pleasant 
fragrance and neutralise bad odours.

SPECIFICATION Appearance: Colourless pressurised liquid

The data given above are typical manufacturing values and not a specification.

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY If in doubt, test material compatibility on a small concealed part before use.

USE & STORAGE 
PRECAUTIONS

The product is formulated for professional use only. Store in original containers. Avoid 
extreme temperatures. Consult safety sheet for further information on use and disposal. 
WARNINGS: Do not spray towards food, flames and heat sources. Do not spray at yourself 
or other people. Do not inhale product. Do not use on people, animals, fabrics, furniture 
or objects. Use in a ventilated environment. After use, air the environment before allowing 
people or animals to enter.

CERTIFICATIONS/
CONFORMITY

The surfactants contained in this product are biodegradable according to the criteria defined 
by Regulation (EC) 648/2004 and subsequent amendments.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION Consult safety sheet for further information on product ingredients.
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N CODE 1843 EAN 8054633839409
Pcs x Box 12 Volume L Fl. Oz.
Box x Layer 14 Peso Kg 0,5 Oz. 17,64
Box x Pit 84
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